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managing mass cusTomizaTion

broader set of music that fits their preference profile 
and then broadcasts those songs as a custom radio 
channel. By summer 2010, Pandora.com had 48 milli-
on listeners who created more than half a billion of ra-
dio stations from the 700,000 tracks in its library and 
who listened for 11.6 hours per month on average.

BMW customers can use an online toolkit to design 
the roof of a Mini Cooper with their very own graphics 
or picture, which is then reproduced with an advanced 
digital printing system on a special foil. The toolkit has 
enabled BMW to tap into the custom after-sales mar-
ket, which was previously owned by niche companies. 
In addition, Mini Cooper customers can also choose 
among hundreds of options for many of the car’s com-
ponents, as BWM is able to manufacture all cars on-
demand according to each buyer’s individual order.

Selve, a London- and Munich-based manufacturer of 
women’s custom shoes, is a fine example of a company 
that interacts well with its customers both online and 
in the traditional store. Selve enables its customers to 
create their own shoes by selecting from a variety of 
materials and designs, in addition to a truly custom 
shoe fit, based on a 3D-scan of a customer’s feet. 
Trained consultants provide advice in the company’s 
stores; the online shop offers re-orders. Shoes are all 
made to order in a specialized factory in China and 
are delivered in about two weeks. Customers get this 
dedicated service for a cost between 150 and 450 
Euro, not cheap but still affordable for many consu-
mers compared to the price level of a traditional shoe 
maker (starting at 1000 Euro and more).

What do these examples have in common? Regardless 
of product category or industry, they have all turned 
customers’ heterogeneous needs into an opportunity 
to create value, rather than a problem to be mini-
mized, challenging the “one size fits all” assumption 
of traditional mass production. The concept of mass 
customization makes business sense in these times. 
Why wouldn’t people want to be treated as individu-

Mass Customization today is seen as a core strate-
gy for successful enterprises. The term denotes to an 
offering that meets the demands of each individual 
customer, but that can still be produced with mass 
production efficiency. Or, as B. Joseph Pine, who made 
mass customization popular with his 1993 book, re-
cently said: „Today I define Mass Customization as the 
low-cost, high-volume, efficient production of indivi-
dually customized offerings“. The core idea of mass 
customization is to profit from heterogeneities in the 
customer domain – to profit from the fact that most 
customers are different.1

In this introduction, we want to provide a brief over-
view of the elements of a successful mass customi-
zation system. If you are curious about the results of 
The Customization 500 study, just skip this chapter 
and jump to the next section. But if you want to get 
a larger framework of the capabilities and strategic 
resources, read on. 

eXamPLes oF mass 
cusTomizaTion
When the subject of mass customization is raised, 
the successful business model of the computer sup-
plier Dell is often cited as one of the most impressive 
examples. The growth and success of Dell is based 
on this firm’s ability to produce custom computers on 
demand, meeting precisely the needs of each indi-
vidual customer and producing these items, with no 
finished goods inventory risk, only after an order has 
been placed (and paid for). But beyond Dell, there are

many other examples of companies that have emplo-
yed mass customization successfully. Consider the fol-
lowing examples:

Pandora Radio relieves people of having to channel-
surf through radio stations to find the music they 
like. Customers submit an initial set of their preferred 
songs, and from that information Pandora identifies a 

1 This chapter builds on the paper „Cracking the Code of Mass Customization“, by Fabrizio Salvador, Martin de Holan and Frank 
Piller. MIT Sloan Management Review, Spring 2009, pp. 70-79. 

Customization offerings of Mini and Selve (sources: cartype.com & selve.net)
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al customers, with products tailored to their specific 
needs? But mass customization has been trickier to 
implement than first anticipated. The key to profiting 
from mass customization is to see it not as a stand-
alone business strategy that is replacing today‘s pro-
duction and distribution systems, but as a set of orga-
nizational capabilities that can supplement and enrich 
an existing system.

ThRee FundamenTaL 
caPaBiLiTies
While specific answers are clearly industry- or pro-
duct-dependent, a decade of studying mass customi-
zation led us to identify three fundamental capabilities 
that determine a firm‘s ability to mass customize. We 
call them solution space development, Robust      
Process design, and choice navigation.

soLuTion sPace deVeLoPmenT 
First and foremost, a company seeking to adopt mass 
customization has to be able to understand what the 
idiosyncratic needs of its customers are. This is in stark 
contrast to the approach of a mass producer, where 
the company focuses on identifying “central tenden-
cies” among its customers’ needs, and targets them 
with a limited number of standard products. Conver-
sely, a mass customizer has to identify the product 
attributes along which customer needs diverge the 
most. Once this is understood, the firm knows what is 
needed to properly cover the needs of its customers. It 
can draw up the “boundaries of its playground”, clearly 
defining what it is going to offer and what it is not - the 
firm’s solution space is defined. Mass customization 
necessarily implies the development of vast solution 
spaces, thus escalating the cost and complexity of 
understanding customer needs, in terms of spotting 
differentiating attributes, validating product concepts, 
and collecting customer feedback.

Developing the solution space also means learning 
from the experiences of past customers, and even 

from people who were not customers. Consider, for 
example, the combination of options evaluated but not 
ordered. This information is no longer in short supply 
thanks, for example, to the log-file data of browsing 
behavior of users of online configurators, and should 
be systematically analyzed. With that kind of customer 
experience intelligence, data from past interactions 
can be turned into information on preferences and, ul-
timately, into better choices for the customer.

RoBusT PRocess design
A second critical requirement for mass customization is 
related to the relative performance of the value chain. 
Specifically, it is crucial that the increased variability in 
customers’ requirements does not lead to significant 
deterioration in the firm’s operations and supply chain. 
This can be achieved through robust process design - 
defined as the capability to reuse or re-combine exis-
ting organizational and value chain resources to fulfill 
differentiated customers‘ needs. With robust process 
design customized solutions can be delivered with ne-
ar-mass-production efficiency and reliability. 

But what does it take to design a robust value chain? 
One possibility is to rely on flexible automation. Alt-
hough it may sound like a contradiction in terms, au-
tomation is no longer synonymous with rigidity today. 
In the automotive industry, for instance, robots and 
automation are compatible with previously unheard-of  
levels of versatility and customization. Even process 
industries (pharmaceuticals, food etc.), once synony-
mous with rigid automation and large batches, nowa-
days enjoy levels of flexibility once considered unattai-
nable. Similarly, many intangible goods and services 
lend themselves to automated ICT (i.e. Information 
and Communication Technologies) solutions, oftenti-
mes internet-based. In the case of the entertainment 
industry, digitalization has turned the entire product 
system over to the virtual sphere.

Additive manufacturing technologies play a key role at 
this stage. Digitalizing manufacturing is an enabler of 
robust processes in many industries that before have 
been characterized by high tooling and switching cost. 
We expect that the shift from „prototyping“ into ma-
nufacturing technologies that is characterizing additive 
technologies today, will become a major boost of mass 
customization. A complementary approach is process 
modularity. This is achieved by thinking of operational 
and value chain processes as segments, each linked to 
a specific source of variability in the customers’ needs. 
As a result, different requirements in customers’ needs 
can be served by appropriately re-combining process 
segments, without the need to create costly ad-hoc 
process segments. This allows for recombining pro-
cess segments to deliver tailored solutions.

Of course, even the most flexible technology cannot be 
adapted to unpredictable swings in customers’ needs. 
That’s why firms still have to invest in adaptive human 
capital. Employees have to become empowered to 
deal with novel and ambiguous tasks to offset potenti-
al rigidities embedded in process structures and tech-
nologies. No machine will ever be capable of deciding 

solution space 
development

Robust Process
design

choice 
navigation

The three capabilities of mass customization
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what the future solution space will look like: that is 
clearly a managerial decision, not an algorithm. Sim-
ply put, mass customization is not only about systems, 
it is also about managerial talent. Balancing technolo-
gy and human flexibility is a key success factor of any 
mass customization system.

choice naVigaTion
Finally, the firm must be able to support customers 
in identifying their own problems and solutions, while 
minimizing complexity and burden of choice. When a 
customer is exposed to too many choices, the cogniti-
ve cost of evaluation can easily outweigh the increased 
utility of having more choices, creating the “paradox 
of choice”: too many choices reduce customer value, 
instead of increasing it. 

As such, offering more product choices can easily 
prompt customers to postpone or suspend their buy-
ing decisions, and, even more worryingly, to classify 
the vendor as difficult to deal with and hence un-
desirable. Therefore, the third requirement needed to 
ensure successful adoption of mass customization is 
the organizational capability to simplify the navigati-
on of the company’s product assortment. We call that 
choice navigation.

The traditional measure for navigating the customer‘s 
choice in a mass customization system has been pro-
duct configuration systems, also referred to as „co-
design toolkits“. Choice navigation, however, does not 
just refer to preventing „complexity of choice“ and 
the negative effects of variety from the customers‘ 
perspective. Offering choice to customers in a me-
aningful way, on the contrary, can become a way for 
new profit opportunities. Recent research has shown 
that up to 50% of the additional willingness to pay 
for customized (consumer) products can be explained 
by the positive perception of the co-design process 
itself. Product co-designs by customers may also pro-
vide symbolic (intrinsic and social) benefits for them, 
resulting from the actual process of co-design rather 
than its outcome. 

Martin Schreier from University of Bocconi quotes, for 
example, a pride-of-authorship effect. Customers may 
co-create something by themselves, which may add 
value due to the sheer enthusiasm about the result. 
This effect relates to the desire for uniqueness, as dis-
cussed before, but here it is based on a unique task 
and not the outcome. In addition to enjoyment, task 
accomplishment has a sense of creativity. Participa-
ting in a co-design process may be considered a high-
ly creative problem-solving process by the individuals 
engaged in this task, thus becoming a motivator to 
purchase a mass customization product.

An important precondition for customer satisfaction 
derived from co-design is that the process itself should 
be felicitous and successful. The customer has to be 
capable of performing the task. This competency issue 
involves flow, a construct often used by researchers 
to explain how customer participation in a process 
increases satisfaction. Flow is the process of optimal 

experience achieved when motivated users perceive 
a balance between their skills and the challenge at 
hand during an interaction process. Interacting with 
a co-design toolkit may lead exactly to this state, as 
studies in marketing indicate. Accordingly, recent re-
search has recommended several design parameters 
of a configurator that should facilitate usability and 
process satisfaction. 

In this study, we will focus on evaluating choice navi-
gation as a core capability and success factor of mass 
customization systems.

a WoRd oF cauTion
We believe that mass customization can 
be a source of competitive advantage for 
most firms. By increasing the flexibility 
of the organization and reinforcing the 
connections with its customers, a mass 
customization strategy can be one of the 
core components of a larger competitive 
strategy, and one of the central pillars of 
its sustainability. Whenever customers 
are not getting what they need, business 
opportunities are opened. Consequent-
ly, investment in building stronger mass 
customization capabilities is to be given 
serious consideration.

In this report, we share the results of 
the first international and large scale 
benchmarking study of mass customiza-
tion companies in the consumer goods 
field. But before you dip into the details 
a word of caution:

There is not one best way. Our conclusi-
on is that a company should “customize 
its mass customization strategy” based 
on the requirements of its customer 
stock, the state of its competition, and 
the technology available. It should not 
blindly use successful mass customizers 
as templates to copy. After all, mass 
customization is an entrepreneurial en-
deavor that is broadly applicable to any 
business for which customers might be 
willing to pay for tailored solutions or ex-
periences. Mass customization should be 
seen as a strategic mechanism to align 
the organization with customers’ needs 
by deploying the three fundamental ca-
pabilities. After all, what is hard to deve-
lop will be difficult to copy, and as such 
the capabilities can be a powerful source 
of sustainable competitive advantage.
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The cusTomizaTion 500

aim oF The sTudY
Our objective is to provide a showcase of the state-of-
the-art of mass customization (MC) and personalizati-
on in the internet. On the one hand, we want to pro-
vide a comprehensive picture of the market space of 
customization companies in this domain. On the other, 
we will look closer into choice navigation, the ability 
of companies to interact with consumers to co-design 
a custom offering. The different steps of this study 
can be best labeled as (1) Collecting, (2) Classifying,        
(3) Describing, and (4) Evaluating.

coLLecTing
We have collected information about 500 companies 
offering customized consumer goods. With the help of 
this collection we provide a broad overview of what 
types of MC companies and offers can be currently 
found online. These companies are listed alphabeti-
cally and depicted in detail in the main part of the 
study. We give information about location, year of go-
ing online, offered languages and many other general 
facts including the companies’ logos and a screenshot 
of the configuration process. All facts are specified in 
the chapter „Method and Measures“.

cLassiFYing
As the central part of our analysis, we configured a typi-
cal product of each company in order to analyze the con-
figuration process. Based on these tests, choice naviga-
tion can be assessed. To systematize the great diversity 
of offered products, we have developed a classification 
system with eleven categories (see figure above). 

Analyzing the frequency distribution (see table) it can 
be seen that the two categories Personalized Media 
(e.g. Photo Books) and Personalized Fashion (e.g. T-
Shirts) are dominating. Interestingly, Food & Nutrition 
follows subsequently, still ahead of Personalized Look 
(e.g. Printed Mugs) and Made to Measure Apparel (e.g. 
Suits). Although MC pioneer Dell is probably the best-
known customization company in the world, we have 
only found eight other companies fitting into the cate-
gory Computer & Electronics.

Moreover, there were quite a few products we could 
not assign to one of the categories, which can be seen 
as indicator for the heterogeneity of customized offers. 
The following tag cloud (rendered in wordle.net) gives 
an overview of the products in the Misc category.

Products in the Misc category

category description exemplary Products Frequency

1. Personalized Media Flat prints on paper or “near 
paper” objects, such as canvas 

Book, calendar, canvas, 
wallpaper, 

2. Personalized Fashion & 
Textiles

Mostly printed T-Shirts plus 
other fabrics

T-Shirt, blanket, 
underwear

3. Food & Nutrition All you can eat or drink Chocolate, cereals, tea

4. Personalized Look Prints on non-paper materials Bag, mug, skin

5. Made to Measure 
Apparel

Women’s and men’s formal ap-
parel

Suit, shirt, jacket, skirt

6. Jewelry & Bag & 
Accessories

All the things which improve 
your personal appearance

Ring, sun (glasses), watch, 
bag, belt

7. Misc All the things which do not fi t 
into the other categories

Toys, instruments, stuff

8. Household & Furniture Big and small things you use at 
home

Garden shed, bed, table, 
pet equipment, 

9. Sports Sports equipment Bike, skateboard, golf ball

10. Footwear All that covers your feet Shoes, boots, Flip Flops

11. Computer & Electronics Different electronic products PC, notebook, accumulator 9
1,8%

23
4,6%

30
6,0%

31
6,2%

38
7,6%

41
8,2%

48
9,6%

49
9,8%

96
19,2%

78
15,6%

57
11,4%

Classification system with eleven categories & frequency distribution of tested products
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descRiBing 
The analysis of customizable offerings shows that the-
re is a huge variety of configuration systems and pro-
cesses. In most cases this diversity can be explained 
by the particularity of the different products, although 
we found great differences of customization approa-
ches in the same product categories as well. It was 
our aim to describe this variety in choice navigation as 
objectively as possible without rendering a judgment 
about the superiority or inferiority of any occurrence.

Thus, we have measured and counted the characte-
ristics of the different configuration systems distin-
guishing between (1) Visualization Features as well 
as (2) Navigation-, (3) Company- and (4) Customer-
Help features. All facts are specified in the chapter 
„Method and Measures“.

eVaLuaTing
To make a comprehensive statement about choice na-
vigation, we decided to also include the judgment of 
(1) Visual Realism, (2) Usability, (3) Creativity and (4) 
Enjoyment. Moreover we assessed the number of (5) 
Choice Options and to what extent the configuration 
creates a unique product, i.e. (6) Uniqueness. The last 
two parameters can be seen as additional indicators 
for the development of the solution space. All evalua-
tions were done by at least three independent experts 
for every customized offer to guarantee reliability (see 
also “Method and Measures”).

As stated in the introduction, process satisfaction is 
the main objective of choice navigation. For that rea-
son, we have added the scores of Usability, Creativity 
and Enjoyment to identify best practices. After show-
ing the detailed profiles we list all companies in an al-
phabetical order sorted by product category, at which 
we mark the best rated offerings.

TaRgeT gRouPs oF This sTudY
With our study, we want to address different target 
groups:

 » Managers of existing MC companies,
 » Entrepreneurs who plan to start their own MC busi-

ness,
 » Established companies which plan to introduce cu-

stomization,
 » IT specialists and developers of configuration sy-

stems,
 » Academics and consultants in the field of Mass Cu-

stomization.

Moreover, we were told by our wives that such a coll-
ection of customizable products also serves as a great 
source of inspiration when seeking a Christmas or   
birthday present...

Companies in our study with high visual realism (sources: 
121time.com, longchamp.com, bivolino.com and nike.com)
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comPanY idenTiFicaTion

Actually, a huge variety of different mass customiza-
tion offers can be found. For that reason, one of the 
first steps was to narrow down the scope of companies 
apt to be analyzed. Finally, we focus on companies of-
fering products according to these five dimensions:

 » Tangible Products 
 » Consumer Goods 
 » Hard Customization 
 » Online Configuration 
 » E-Commerce

Tangible 
Products

e-commerce consumer 
goods

hard 
customization

online
Confi guration

Constraints for company choice

TangiBLe PRoducTs
A first criterion to include a customization offering in 
our study was that it results in some tangible pro-
duct (hardware). Especially in the entertainment 
sector more and more companies offer customizable 
digital (intangible) products, such as movies, clips, 
songs or games. Actually, personalization in the field 
of digital games is probably one of the most popular 
and widely used applications of customization. Here, 
users can create their own characters based on a 
modular library. Due to the fact that the customi-

zation and “production” process of digital 
products differs considerably from phy-
sical goods, we excluded these offerings 
from our analysis. We have focused on 
products where the customization process 
demands the manufacturing of a custom 
hardware product. Somehow, this is the 
traditional domain of mass customization 
as described in most articles and books 
on the subject, and the one that also fas-
cinates people most when talking about 
mass customization.

consumeR goods
Although mass customization has its roots 
in the Business-to-Business (B2B) sector, 
the dynamics within the Business-to-Con-
sumer (B2C) area is rather impressive. Ac-
cording to an actual Forrester Study, mass 
customization is expected to be the „final 
future of (consumer) products“. Hence, 
our focus was solely the B2C domain. In 
this area, we also find a large number of 
start-ups which made MC the core of their 
business model. For that reason our study 
focuses on B2C products.

Purely digital products are the customizable characters at Nintendo Wii, the so called Miis (left, source: nintendo.com).
We, however, analyze physical products, such as the tangible dolls of mytwinn.com
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An example of an online customization possibility for 
industrial goods is the online conveyor configurator of 
Montech.com. There is an increasing number of these 
offerings on the internet. However, due to very diffe-
rent target groups and often multi-channel sales envi-
ronments, these offerings are more complex to bench-
mark than consumer good companies.

haRd cusTomizaTion
Generally speaking, MC can be classified into Soft Cus-
tomization and Hard Customization. Soft-customized 
products are mass-produced with an integrated cus-
tomization option (adaptable products). Customiza-
tion happens after production by the retailer or by 
the customers themselves. With the help of Apple’s 
“Appstore”, customers, for example, are enabled to 
personalize their iPhones with thousands of different 
applications, as they say: “Show me your apps and I 
tell you who you are!” Examples of soft customization 

can also be found at physical products. Consider as an 
example Adidas offering its customers different kinds 
of soft-customizable shoes. With the Adicolor Kit cus-
tomers are enabled to color their own shoes. The F50 
Tunit Soccer Shoe can be individually composed from 
a set of different insoles and cleats.

Hard customization on the other hand fulfils the speci-
fic customer wishes within the manufacturing process. 
Here the customer integration into the value chain is 
much higher than in Soft Customization. The customer 
has to decide on all offered customization options; the 
factual production of the item, however, is carried out 
by the provider (anywhere in the world). 

MyMuesli.com, for example, can be seen as “Hard 
Customizer” par excellence. Customers are enabled to 
create their own individual cereal mix. After selecting 
a cereal base, additional ingredients can be added with 
the help of an online configurator. The actual cereal mix 

Soft Customization at Adidas: Adicolor Kit (left, source: adidas.com) and F50 Tunit Soccer Shoe (source: dexigner.com)

Montech.com (left side) offers a configurator for industrial goods. We focus on consumer goods, such as the bikes of Republic.com
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MyMuesli’s hard customization approach is based on modularity, Spreadshirt applies flexible manufacturing

then is assembled by employees within the production 
facilities and shipped to the customer. MyMuesli’s cus-
tomization process is based on a modular product ar-
chitecture allowing millions of different combinations. 
Spreadshirt.com applies flexible production methods, 
such as printing and coating, whereas there are lite-
rally no limitations for variants. 

We consider hard customization as the “heart” of 
mass customization, that’s why we focus on this  
customization type.

onLine conFiguRaTion
Mass customization is not necessarily internet-based. 
Especially some pioneers of mass customization, such 
as Levi’s Original Spin, have tried to reach the custo-

mer via classic retail channel. Actually, the company 
Build-a-Bear has relied very successfully on its brick-
and-mortar strategy for years. 

There are also companies, which offer their product 
configurators as client software either on CD or as 
internet download. Before starting the configuration 
process, this software has to be installed locally on the 
user’s computer. Due to major improvements in com-
puter and internet technology, the number of compa-
nies still offering this procedure has receded strongly 
but not totally. 

In our study we focus on companies with online con-
figuration and even exclude those offerings, where a 
time-consuming and complex registration process has 
to be passed through before customization starts.

Frank Piller testing the Original Spin process in a Levi’s Shop in 1999
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e-commeRce
A final important selection criteria for companies for 
our study was the ability to order the custom products 
online. Predominantly companies of the construction 
as well as automotive industry offer online configura-
tion systems solely as an information tool without an 
E-Commerce function. Here customers are enabled to 
playfully create their own prefabricated houses, winter 
gardens or cars testing all possible variants. Having 
found the perfect setting, this configuration can be 
printed or sent directly to the retailer where the final 
conditions are negotiated personally.

Generally, the purchase of a car or a house is an ext-
raordinary event in an average customer’s life. Due to 
the importance and the high price, such acquisitions 
cause high personal involvement and uncertainty. 
These products per se are not well-suited for E-Com-
merce, because a quality proof based on a “touch-and-
feel” experience is missing. 

It’s all the more astonishing that we found the watch 
company Bamfordwatchdepartment.com offering cus-
tomizable Rolex watches at a starting price of over 
$8,000 and the construction company Summerwood.
com offering garden sheds at a starting price of over 
$20,000 – both to be customized and ordered online.

We could not include the automotive industry in our study due to the fact that most car configurators, such as the example of      
Bugatti.com, are offering no E-Commerce functionality

The most expensive products in our study (sources: summer-
wood.com and bamfordwatchdepartment.com)
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inVenToRY TaKing
In the first step we collected as many companies as possible fitting our requirements. For that reason, we ana-
lyzed the following websites discussing the concept of mass customization and personalization.

mass-cusTomizaTion.BLogs.com
In 1997 already, Frank Piller started to publish news about mass customization, first as newsletter and since 
2005 as blog. In this time he has featured and discussed hundreds of MC companies.

Screenshot of mass-customization.blogs.com

BLogs.oneoFaKindPuBLishing.com
US based marketing expert Anita Windisman started 2006 to publish articles about mass customization, perso-
nalization and co-creation on her blog. Over the years she has reviewed over one hundred MC offerings based 
on her personal experience.

Screenshot of blogs.oneofakindpublishing.com
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conFiguRaToR-daTaBase.com
Paul Blazek and his team of Vienna based media agency cyLEDGE started to publish this comprehensive databa-
se in 2007. In the meantime the collection has grown to over 700 configurators, which can be sorted according 
to different dimensions, such as industries. 

Screenshot of configurator-database.com

egoo-jouRnaL.com
In 2008 Heiko Vogelgesang started the German online magazine egoo, which reports regularly about all deve-
lopments in the field of customization. Additionally there is a gift finder and a special register, which lists over 
250 MC shops with detailed information. 

Screenshot of egoo-journal.com
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miLKoRsugaR.com
Initiated by Stefan Hoevenaar from the Netherlands, MilkorSugar went online in 2008. Calling itself “the web’s 
first custom-shopping portal, with reviews of everything you can customize and order online.” Currently, it lists, 
describes and evaluates over 300 MC offerings in 11 main and over 100 sub categories.

 Screenshot of milkorsugar.com

In addition we conducted a com-
prehensive Google research with 
different key words. The tag cloud 
on the right gives an overview of 
the applied terms.

As a result of this data collection, 
we gathered a list of more than 
1,000 different MC offerings. After 
screening this list, about 600 cor-
responded to our prerequisites as 
outlined before. Surprisingly, about 
100 firms were already out of busi-
ness again, which means 17% or 
almost every sixth company! This 
fact can be seen as an indication for 
the dynamic and uncertainty in the 
field of mass customization and the 
need for systematic research on 
success factors.

over 400
not meeting our requirements

over 1000 
online mc offerings

500
taken for mc 500

100
out of 

business

Overview of selected companies

Search terms for Google research
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The 500 companies finally taken for the study are located in 20 different countries, with a majority of them 
(43%) in the USA and in Germany (38%).2

Altogether, 16 different top-level domains can be found in our data set. The .com domain is by far the most 
represented with 61%, followed by the .de domain with 29,6%.

2 Note that we only considered companies with a website either in English or German. This is a clear limitation of our research.

domain Frequency Percent

.com 305 61,0

.de 148 29,6

.co.uk 11 2,2

.ch 8 1,6

.at 7 1,4

.net 5 1,0

.nl 4 0,8

.com.au 3 0,6

.it 2 0,4

.be 1 0,2

.biz 1 0,2

.cc 1 0,2

.co.nz 1 0,2

.fr 1 0,2

.info 1 0,2

.eu 1 0,2

sum 500 100%

usa

43%

countries domains

geR

38%

.com

61%

.de

29,6%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Overview of the two most represented countries and top-level domains in the study

country Frequency Percent

USA 218 43,0

Germany 190 38,0

UK 21 4,2

Switzerland 12 2,4

Canada 9 1,8

Austria 9 1,8

Netherlands 8 1,6

Australia 7 1,4

France 5 1,0

Sweden 4 0,8

Belgium 4 0,8

Thailand 3 0,6

Spain 2 0,4

Italy 2 0,4

Slovakia 1 0,2

Norway 1 0,2

New Zealand 1 0,2

India 1 0,2

Denmark 1 0,2

China 1 0,2

sum 500 100%

Search terms for Google research
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geneRaL inFoRmaTion 
Based on research on mass customization, configura-
tion and information systems as well as E-Commerce 
and web usability, we developed an evaluation pro-
cess. We discussed the identified dimensions with ex-
perts, refined and pretested them and finally coded 
the process with the help of an online survey tool. 

The objective was to have every single MC website 
evaluated by at least three independent experts. 
This procedure was necessary to guarantee the so-
called inter-rater reliability, which is the common mea-
sure for data quality. Results from just one rater would 
have been rather subjective, biased and unreliable. 
Moreover, we tried to use as many objective (counta-
ble) measures as possible, such as the number or the 
sheer existence of features (e.g. “is there a zooming 
option?” – yes/no), instead of incorporating too many 
subjective measures, where a bias cannot totally be 
eliminated. The authors as well as research associa-
tes specialized in Mass Customization at both RWTH 
Aachen and Salzburg University of Applied Sciences 
served as evaluators.

The evaluations took place in three waves. In the first 
wave the internet addresses of all 500 selected MC 
companies were assigned randomly to the evaluators. 
The first task was to collect basic information about the 
company, such as the location and since when the MC 
offer had been online. Moreover, it should be analyzed 
what languages are offered and what pieces of infor-
mation about shipment (e.g. timeline, express features 
and availability / country restrictions) are given. More 
specifically, it should be assessed if the company can be 
classified as “pure customer” just offering customiz-
able products and in how many different categories 
products are offered for customizing. Here we distingu-
ish between <5; <10; <20; and >20 categories. 

In the next step the evaluators were asked to identify 
typical categories (maximum 4) the company offers 
and choose the most typical customizable product. 

The experts had to customize the chosen product accor-
ding to their own preferences, at which they should try 
to always choose the maximum customization possibi-
lities, including, for example, optional embroideries or 
additional services. Right at the beginning the starting 
price and the currency of the product as well as the 
pricing system had to be noted. We differ between a 
flat fee, where all customization choices are included, 
and a configuration-dependent variable price, where 
the price changes according to the selected options. 

We also asked the evaluators to screenshot the 
company’s logo and a typical scene from the con-
figuration process. The configuration task was not 
finished until the customized product was placed in 
the shopping cart. Hereupon, the actual assessment 
process started, at which we distinguish between 
characteristics and evaluations. 

chaRacTeRisTics
The characteristics are based on objective measures, 
which are (1) Visualization Features as well as (2) Na-
vigation Help, (3) Company Help and (4) Customer 
Help. These dimensions have values between zero (no 
feature found) and four (all features found).

VisuaLizaTion FeaTuRes
The evaluators were asked to analyze how the configu-
ration process is supported by Visualization Features 
such as (1) product picture / 2D single view or 3D 
single view, (2) multiple views, e.g. different perspec-
tives of the product, (3) zoom and/or turn features, 
e.g. stepless zooming or interactive turning.

naVigaTion heLP
The evaluators were asked to analyze how the configu-
ration process is supported by (1) an overview of the 
navigation process, (2) a progress bar, which shows 
where you are in the process, (3) an activity list, which 
shows the already executed and the pending tasks and 
(4) a save option, which keeps the current settings for 
a later prosecution.

comPanY heLP
The evaluators were asked to analyze how the 
customer’s decision process is supported by a 
company’s (1) recommendations like color suggesti-
ons (“we recommend …”) etc., (2) design examples 
like a “design inspiration” to start the design process 
etc., (3) help to options, like a deeper verbal explana-
tion of the next step and its potential effects on the 
final product or an announcement of a price increment 
etc. as well as (4) deeper product information like ad-
ditional descriptions based on text, pictures, movies, 
hyperlinks or virtual advisors.

cusTomeR heLP
The evaluators were asked to analyze how the 
customer’s decision process is supported by sugges-
tions or the analysis of other customers respectively 
peer-to-peer community functionalities. 

We incorporated customer’s (1) recommendations via 
communities, forums, blogs etc., (2) exchange possi-
bilities, such as a tell-a-friend-function etc., (3) design 
examples like “design inspirations” by other customers 
etc. as well as (4) recommendations based on the 
buying behavior of other customers like “bestseller”, 
“blockbuster”, “No. 1 configuration” etc. 

For each feature we gave one point, except for 3D 
view at Visualization Features – here we gave two 
points. Thus, a minimum of zero points and a maxi-
mum of four points can be reached in every dimensi-
on. We symbolize the occurrence of a feature with a 
little filled square.

meThod and measuRes
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eVaLuaTions
The evaluations for (1) Visual Realism, (2) Usability, 
(3) Creativity, (4) Enjoyment and (5) Uniqueness are 
based on the subjective judgements of the indepen-
dent experts. All impressions are measured on a 1 to 
5 rating scale (1=very low value / 5=very high value).

Visual Realism was measured by means of one 
question “How realistic do you assess the visualiza-
tion of the configuration process?” (2) Usability, (3) 
Creativity, (4) Enjoyment and (5) Uniqueness were 
evaluated with several items. For each of the three 
evaluators the items were grouped and tested with 
the help of factor and reliability analysis. Inter-rater 
reliability of these factors was checked with the Intra-
Class-Correlation-Coefficient. Finally, the single fac-
tors were combined to one overall factor.3

To measure usability the experts were asked to 
rate: The configurator is (1) intuitively usable, (2) 
user-friendly as well as (3) clearly and (4) logically 
structured. 

The creativity factor consists of the two items: (1) 
The website gave me a lot of freedom, and (2) I 
could give my creativity free rein while designing the 
product. 

To determine enjoyment, the experts had to rate: 
The configuration was (1) fun, (2) delight, (3) pleasu-
re, (4) entertaining and (5) interesting. 

To assess uniqueness following statements had to 
be evaluated: My created product (1) is unique, (2) is 
different, (3) helps me to differentiate; and (4) no one 
else has such a product.

Finally we asked the experts: “Considering the 
number of given choice options, how would you 
describe the Solution Space?” They were expected 
to answer with: (1) focused, (2) medium or (3) 
broad. We symbolize the evaluations with little filled 
bullet points.

In the second and third wave all websites were ran-
domly mixed and assigned to the experts again, so 
that no expert evaluated one site twice.

3 All dimensions were evaluated by at least three experts. Evaluations with an insufficient Intra-Class-Correlation-Coefficient 
were retested by at least two additional raters.

Selection of companies with a high level of Usability, Crea-
tivity and Enjoyment (sources: zazzle.com, oakley.com and 
inmod.com)
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an aLPhaBeTicaL oVeRVieW
In the following, all 500 companies are listed in alphabetical order. Moreover, the corresponding category and 
page number, where the full profile of the company can be found, are provided. After these lists the full profiles 
of all 500 companies are given in the chapter “Full Profiles and Evaluations”. And finally best practices in choice 
navigation are highlighted in chapter “Best rated Companies sorted by Categories”.

500 cusTomizaTion comPanies

The Customization 500 Universe
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# uRL category Page
1 www.1154lill.com Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 30
2 www.121time.com Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 30
3 www.123skins.de Personalized Look 31
4 www.3d-laser-foto.de / www.looxis.de Misc 31
5 www.adagio.com Food & Nutrition 32
6 www.adventman.de Personalized Media 32
7 www.agando-shop.de Computer & Electronics 33
8 www.akkukonfigurator.de Computer & Electronics 33
9 www.aktionslicht.de Misc 34
10 www.aletoware.de Computer & Electronics 34
11 www.allmytea.de Food & Nutrition 35
12 www.alphabetplates.com Household & Furniture 35
13 www.alternate.de Computer & Electronics 36
14 www.animaxx.de Personalized Media 36
15 www.artisticchecks.com Personalized Media 37
16 www.artyourface.com Personalized Media 37
17 www.audena.de Household & Furniture 38
18 www.austads.com Sports 38
19 www.baby-strampler.ch Personalized Fashion & Textiles 39
20 www.bamfordwatchdepartment.com Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 39
21 www.barrelsandbottles.co.uk Personalized Media 40
22 www.baur.de Made to Measure Apparel 40
23 www.beaniebee.com Personalized Fashion & Textiles 41
24 www.beau-coup.com Misc 41
25 www.beerstickr.com Personalized Media 42
26 www.berlinbag.com Personalized Look 42
27 www.bestcustomshirt.com Made to Measure Apparel 43
28 www.beyondclothing.com Made to Measure Apparel 43
29 www.biogolftee.com Sports 44
30 www.bivolino.com Made to Measure Apparel 44
31 www.blancier.com Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 45
32 www.blank-label.com Made to Measure Apparel 45
33 www.blazingclothing.co.uk Personalized Fashion & Textiles 46
34 www.bluenile.com Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 46
35 www.boardpusher.com Sports 47
36 www.bobbooks.co.uk Personalized Media 47
37 www.bottlewraps.com Personalized Media 48
38 www.boutiqueruby.com Misc 48
39 www.brewtopia.com.au Personalized Media 49
40 www.brillenladen.de Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 49
41 www.brixels.de Personalized Media 50
42 www.brunswickbilliards.com Household & Furniture 50
43 www.bspurses.com Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 51
44 www.bueromoebel-werksverkauf.de Household & Furniture 51
45 www.buildmychair.com Household & Furniture 52
46 www.bulbby.de Personalized Fashion & Textiles 52
47 www.businesshemden.com Made to Measure Apparel 53
48 www.cafepress.com Personalized Fashion & Textiles 53
49 www.cameandleon.com Jewelry & Bags & Accessories 54
50 www.campe-ohff.de Made to Measure Apparel 54
51 www.candybarwrapper.makesparties.com Personalized Media 55
52 www.cardboarding.com Sports 55
53 www.carpetcenter.de Household & Furniture 56
54 www.case-mate.com Personalized Look 56
55 www.caseable.com Personalized Look 57
56 www.cays.de Personalized Look 57
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500 cusTomizaTion comPanies

FuLL PRoFiLes and eVaLuaTions
In the main part of the study full profiles and evaluations of the 500 companies are given. The information is 
structured according to the four dimensions (1) General Information, (2) Tested Product, (3) Characteristics and 
(4) Evaluations. Following overview summarizes the guiding questions of the profiles; for a detailed specification 
see chapter “Method and Measures”.

geneRaL inFoRmaTion 

 » Country = where is the company located?
 » Online since = since when is the MC offering online?
 » Languages = what languages are offered on the website?
 » Pure Customizer = does the company only offer Mc product?
 » MC 500 Classification = in which category does the customizable products fit best?
 » MC Categories # = in how many different categories are customizable products offered?
 » Exemplary Categories = what are typical product categories of this MC company?

TesTed PRoducT

 » Item = what typical product was tested?
 » Price = what is the starting-price of this product?
 » Type = is the pricing system flat or variable?
 » Fulfillment = what is the timeline for executing / shipping the order?
 » Avail(ability) = what countries are the products shipped to?
 » Express = is there an express feature for shipment?

chaRacTeRisTics

 » Visual Features = what is the level of process supporting visual features?
 » Navigation Help = what is the level of orientation help during the configuration process?
 » Company Help = what is the level of help given by the company during the process?
 » Customer Help = what is the level of help based on other customer encounters?
 » Choice Options = how can the number of customization possibilities be described?

eVaLuaTions

 » Visual Realism = how realistic is the visualization during the configuration process?
 » Usability = how usable is the configurator?
 » Creativity = how much freedom for creativity is given by the configurator?
 » Enjoyment = how enjoyable is the configuration process?
 » Uniqueness = what level of uniqueness does the customized product show?
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www.1154lill.com

geneRaL inFoRmaTion

country | online since | Languages USA | 2000 | EN

Pure customizer | MC 500 Classification no | Jewelry & Bags & Accessories

mc categories # | exemplary categories <5 | Bags

TesTed PRoducT

item Women‘s bag │ Lexie bag

Price | Type 152,- USD │ flat

Fulfillment delivery time: 1-5 weekdays  

avail. | express worldwide | yes

chaRacTeRisTics eVaLuaTions

Visual Features ■■■□ Visual Realism ●●●○○ 3,3

navigation help ■□□□ usability ●●●●○ 3,5

company help ■□□□ creativity ●●●○○ 2,7

customer help ■□□□ enjoyment ●●●○○ 3,1

choice options broad uniqueness ●●●●● 4,6

www.121time.com

geneRaL inFoRmaTion

country | online since | Languages Switzerland | 2003 | EN, GER, FR

Pure customizer | MC 500 Classification no | Jewelry & Bags & Accessories

mc categories # | exemplary categories <5 | Watches

TesTed PRoducT

item Women‘s watch │ Spin Master 32mm

Price | Type 923,- EUR │ variable

Fulfillment ready for shipment: 10 weekdays  

avail. | express worldwide | no info

chaRacTeRisTics eVaLuaTions

Visual Features ■■□□ Visual Realism ●●●●● 4,7

navigation help ■■□□ usability ●●●●○ 3,5

company help ■■□□ creativity ●●●●○ 4,0

customer help □□□□ enjoyment ●●●●○ 3,8

choice options medium uniqueness ●●●●● 4,6
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www.123skins.de

geneRaL inFoRmaTion

country | online since | Languages Germany | 2007 | GER

Pure customizer | MC 500 Classification no | Personalized Look

mc categories # | exemplary categories <5 | Skins for mobile phones, notebooks, MP3 players

TesTed PRoducT

item Skin Notebook │ Toshiba

Price | Type 19,99 EUR │ flat

Fulfillment no info  

avail. | express worldwide | yes

chaRacTeRisTics eVaLuaTions

Visual Features ■□□□ Visual Realism ●●●○○ 2,7

navigation help ■□□□ usability ●●●●○ 4,2

company help ■□□□ creativity ●●●○○ 3,3

customer help □□□□ enjoyment ●●●●○ 3,5

choice options medium uniqueness ●●●●● 4,9

www.3d-laser-foto.de / www.looxis.de

geneRaL inFoRmaTion

country | online since | Languages Germany | 2008 | GER

Pure customizer | MC 500 Classification no | Misc

mc categories # | exemplary categories <5 | 3D / Laser / Art  photos

TesTed PRoducT

item 3D laser photo

Price | Type 69,- EUR │ flat

Fulfillment delivery time: 2 weekdays  

avail. | express worldwide | no info

chaRacTeRisTics eVaLuaTions

Visual Features ■■■□ Visual Realism ●●●○○ 3,3

navigation help ■□□□ usability ●●●●○ 4,0

company help ■□□□ creativity ●●●○○ 3,3

customer help □□□□ enjoyment ●●●●○ 4,0

choice options medium uniqueness ●●●●● 4,8

Find all 500
company profiles

and our conclusions 
in the study!
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500 cusTomizaTion comPanies

BesT RaTed comPanies soRTed BY caTegoRies
In the following, all 500 companies are listed alphabetically again, this time however sorted by categories. Thus, 
the different players in a branch can be seen and compared easily. In each category we have marked those com-
panies with the highest score of Usability, Creativity and Enjoyment with red color and three “!!!”. We consider 
these dimensions crucial for process satisfaction, which is the main objective of choice navigation. 

The number of MC offerings varies strongly in the different categories. For example, there are 96 companies in 
the Personalized Media category, whereas there are only 9 companies in the Computer & Electronics category. 
For that reason the number of highlighted (i.e. best rated) offerings varies accordingly. At most categories we 
have marked the top ten, at Footwear, Household & Furniture and Sports the top five and at Computer & Elect-
ronics only the top three companies.

Personalized media

Personalized Fashion 
& Textiles

Food & nutrition

Personalized Look

made to measure 
apparel

jewelry & Bag & 
accessories

misc

household & 
Furniture

sports

Footwear

computer & 
electronics

9
1,8%

23
4,6%

30
6,0%

31
6,2%

38
7,6%

41
8,2%

48
9,6%

49
9,8%

96
19,2%

78
15,6%

57
11,4%

caTegoRY FReQuencY

Frequency distribution of the different categories (see chapter “Aim of the Study” for a detailed depiction)
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LimiTaTions
Basically, all steps in this study can be object of some 
critical reflections. While we invested all care to get a 
best possible comprehensive and objective evaluation, 
our research is still facing some serious limitations.

deTeRminaTion oF seLecTion cRiTeRia
We are aware that we have excluded a considerab-
le number of customization companies, such as car 
companies, B2B-companies or producers of digital 
goods, whose assessment would also be very impor-
tant for a systematic state-of-the-art survey in or-
der to give well-founded recommendations for future   
developments. 

Analyzing these companies should be object of further 
research. 

seLecTion oF comPanies
We used different websites specialized in mass cus-
tomization and also conducted a Google research to 
identify these companies, which fit our requirements. 
We assume that there are many other appropriate 
firms we do not know yet. Moreover, we were only 
able to analyze websites in either English or German.

seLecTion oF TesTed PRoducTs
We tried to select a product apt for customization, 
which is typical for the company. Some companies, 
such as Zazzle.com, offer dozens of different custo-
mizable products, which appear equitable. We can 
imagine that some MC managers would have selected 
another product, which they assess as more typical. 

coRRecTness and acTuaLiTY oF daTa
By deploying at least three independent experts we 
tried to minimize failures as to the gathering of ge-
neral information as well as to the determination of 
objective measures. By this approach we were able 
to test all evaluations for their reliability. We double-
checked every single data point several times to the 
best of our knowledge. Nevertheless, we are sure that 
our report is not 100% correct. 

Either we failed or the object of investigation has 
changed in the meantime. We have experienced that 
the mass customization branch is very dynamic. The 
design of websites changes quite often, configuration 
processes are updated, new companies show up and 
existing companies disappear. 

Although we conducted a final check of all companies a 
few weeks before this publication, the actuality of the 
data can’t either be guaranteed 100%. 

The field of mass customization is just too dynamic!

ouTLooK 

The cusTomizaTion 500 signeT
We are convinced that the number of qualitative MC 
companies is increasing steadily. For that reason we 
plan to iterate the study in an appropriate period of 
time only listing the best 500 companies. In this way 
The Customization 500 study is expected to convert 
into a real Who-is-Who of the MC branch. A listing in 
this study can therefore be seen as quality signal for 
customers, investors and other interest groups. At this 
stage we offer all interested companies, which are lis-
ted in our study, to put our The customization 500 
signet on their websites to show their affiliation.

Please contact us and we will send you the signet in 
different resolutions for your website and print media.

ReFLecTion

www.mc-500.com

 The Customization 500 Signet for your website

caLL FoR conTinuous 
imPRoVemenT
Help us to improve this study! If you know a 
MC company fitting our requirements that is 
not included yet, please let us know. Also, we 
grateful for any notice on outdated or wrong 
information in the profiles. Let us also know if 
your believe that the product that we did test 
for a site did not represent the site‘s offering 
best. We will incorporate all of your suggesti-
ons in the next edition.
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addiTionaL seRVices and 
cusTomized ReseaRch

eXPeRience
Based on the results of The Customization 500 and 
other scientific studies as well as on long-term experi-
ence in market research and consulting of MC compa-
nies, we offer additional services:

cusTomized eVaLuaTion oF The 
cusTomizaTion 500 sTudY
Our database contains much more data than we could 
publish in this report. We are happy to discuss with you 
a customized comparison of any company against a set 
of offerings from other sites, using the entire data set. 
Please contact us for any individual inquiries.

LecTuRes and TRainings on mass cu-
sTomizaTion
Are you interested in a customized inhouse education 
for your team or clients, or an executive education 
program for your university? We are glad to discuss 
any program, ranging from a workshop to a teaching 
module or even a full class in mass customization. 
Possible contents are:

 » Background of MC / the market for mass                      
customization, 

 » Types of MC,
 » MC capabilities (Solution Space, Choice Navigati-

on, Robust Processes),
 » Design parameters of compelling configuration systems,
 » Operative and strategic management of MC,
 » Customer value and willingness to pay for custo-

mized products,
 » Branding for mass customization,
 » Bridging MC to market research and open                   

innovation,
 » Implementation of a mass customization initiative 

in an established company etc.

cusTomized deVeLoPmenTs
Especially for start-ups and established companies, 
which plan to introduce customization, we offer to 
help specifying the solution space and choice na-
vigation. Our approach is directed by the following 
main questions: 

 » What features should be made customizable?
 » What choice options are valued by the customer?
 » What is the customer willing to pay for the diffe-

rent choice options?
 » What features can be handled and definitely pro-

duced by the company?
 » How can these options be translated in an efficient 

and exciting configuration process?

We offer this service also for running MC companies, 
reviewing and optimizing their current settings.

ReseaRch on usaBiLiTY, QuaLiTY and 
accePTance
For MC managers we offer the analysis of how your 
(online) offering is perceived by your customers. Sub-
jects of investigation are web appearance, usability,
customer interaction, configuration process, customer
perception (e.g. satisfaction, WOM intention etc.), 
and others. Together with the company we develop 
the most appropriate research design, whereas qua-
litative procedures, such as interviews and critical in-
cident analyses, as well as quantitative procedures, 
such as surveys or conjoint tests, are incorporated. 
Depending on the research object we apply personal, 
offline, web-based or apparatus-based methods, such 
as virtual product testing or eye tracking.

If you are interested in one of these offerings or if you 
have questions concerning a different kind of service, 
please to contact us. We love to customize!

service / Target group mc operators and 
practitioners

start-ups and 
companies 

introducing mc

consultants  and 
academics

Customized evaluation of the MC 
500 study x x x
Lectures and trainings on mass 
customization x x x
Development of choice navigation 
and solution space x x
Research on usability, quality and 
acceptance x

Overview of additional services for different target groups
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